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A SONG OF ICE AND MIRE
Huntington stands by as a major ice storm barrels
through the tri-state area. More on NEWS > Page 2
BISHOP NASH | THE PARTHENON

Taliaferro,
Hoskins sign
autographs
for local fans

IN THE
NEW YORK
STATE
OF MIND

By ALEXANDRIA RAHAL

THE PARTHENON
Thundering Herd fans
from around the region had
the chance to meet two of
their favorite players Saturday afternoon in the center
court of the Huntington
Mall.
Essray
Taliaferro
and
Gator Hoskins signed autographs, posed for pictures
and greeted fans of all ages.
Hoskins and Taliaferro
played key roles in Marshall’s 31-20 victory over
Maryland in the 2013 Military Bowl as well as helped
the team win Conference
USA’s Eastern Division.
Talliaferro, an Honorable
Mention All C-USA selection,
rushed for over 1,100 yards
and had 10 touchdowns in
the 2013 season. Hoskins
scored 15 touchdowns in
2013, leading all tight ends
in the nation and setting a
Marshall University record.
He was also a first team All
C-USA selection.
Collectibles Etc., a sports
collectibles shop located in
Cross Lanes, W.Va., provided
the autograph opportunity.
Fans purchased memorabilia such as photos and
replica helmets to have one
or both players sign.
Fans like Daniel Phillips,
who brought his 2013 Military Bowl champion T-shirt
to have signed, said the real
value of the autographs
comes from what the players pursue after Marshall.
“I know both players will
go on to do great things with
their football careers,” Phillips said. “This will be a nice
reminder of where they got
their start.”
Collectibles Etc. hosts
autograph signing events
across the state. CEO Chad
Rogers said that the real reward comes from seeing the
reaction of the younger fans.
“We enjoy bringing fans
closer to people they idolize,” Rodgers said. “There
is nothing better than seeing the look on a child’s face
when they meet the person they’ve only ever seen
on the field or through the
television.”
Alexandria Rahal can be
contacted at rahal1@marshall.edu.
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LEFT: Matt Turner, left, Marshall University chief of staff, talks with Marshall alumnus Gary Tumminello.
ABOVE: Jim Smith, Marshall alumnus and CEO of Thomson Reuters, addresses the room at the “Meet &
Greet” alumni event Friday at the Thomson Reuters building in New York City.

Alumni event unites MU graduates, students in NYC
By REBECCA STEPHENS

MANAGING EDITOR
The 30th floor of the Thomson Reuters Corp. building in
Times Square, N.Y., was alive
with Marshall University pride
Friday as students, faculty,
staff and alumni gathered for
a “Meet & Greet” reception for
an evening of reunions and
introductions.
The event, which was cosponsored by the Marshall
University Foundation and
the Alumni Association, was
a chance for Marshall alumni
in the New York City area to

reconnect with old classmates,
as well as meet students and
faculty and learn up-to-date
information on the university,
such as the School of Pharmacy,
the new athletics facilities and
the new Visual Arts Center
downtown.
Senior director of development for the College of Fine
Arts and the Marshall University Foundation Melanie
Griffis said a variety of alumni
attended the event, with ages
ranging from 20-something to
70-something, and all educational backgrounds.

“This is a different experience and an opportunity to
meet different types of people
who are on campus and mingle
with people in the communities,” Griffis said.
Marshall alumnus Jim Smith
is the CEO of Thomson Reuters
Corp., a multinational media
company, and donated the
building’s boardroom for the
reception.
“I just wanted to offer an
opportunity here for folks to
get together to make some
connections, to build a bit of
a network and to talk about

Marshall Brain Expo provides
local students food for thought
By JESSICA STARKEY

THE PARTHENON
Local students from second
to sixth grade experienced the
science of the brain through
hands on activities at Marshall
University’s sixth annual Brain
Expo Friday.
The event featured more
than 25 different stations
where the students learned
about senses, vision, parts of
the brain and more through
interactive and engaging activities. The Brain Expo was a
part of Brain Awareness Week,
an international effort of public education about the brain
and neuroscience. About 200
volunteers from Marshall’s
College of Science and the community helped with the event.
Assistant professor of the
Department of Biological

Sciences, Nadja Spitzer, said she
has seen the event grow in the past
six years.
“We grew it up from 12 stations
and 60 children down in the [Memorial Student Cebter] lobby to
25 stations, and about 630 kids,”
Spitzer said. “It’s been fantastic to
have the support and interest from
the community and Marshall’s
campus. It takes quite a bit of planning, but it is worth it to see these
kids getting excited about science.”

how we can better support
everything that’s going on at
Marshall,” Smith said.
Alumna Lynn Carroll spoke
fondly of her time at Marshall
and everything she was able to
be involved with as a student,
which included theater productions, the marching band
and being the first female to
have a program on WMUL-FM.
“Marshall creates an atmosphere that makes you think
you’re part of the family,” Carroll said. “You’re not just a
number or a student going to
classes and getting a degree.

You form a connection, and for
me it was a connection that
was never broken. I would recommend anyone to go there.”
Gary Tumminello, Marshall
alumnus, and his wife, Kathleen Tumminello, live in New
Jersey and came into the city
for the event. Gary Tumminello
said he has not been back to
Marshall since he graduated
in 1972, but plans to do so because of his love for his alma
mater.

See ALUMNI | Page 5

Students enjoyed many different interactive and hands on
activities such as the Touch a
Brain Station where they were
able to hold an actual sheep
brain and compare it to the size
of a human brain. Spitzer said
the students learned about how
the brain works as well as the
importance of taking care of
their brain.

See EXPO | Page 5
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Elementary school students browse tables and learn about the
brain from Marshall students Friday in the Don Morris Room.
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Musical art festival promotes past, present and future
By JESSICA ROSS

LEXI BROWNING | THE PARTHENON

David Oyen, Chialing Hsieh and Lori Baruth perform for the 2014 Festival of New Music in the Smith Recital Hall Friday.

THE PARTHENON
The Fifth Annual Festival of New Music
came to a close Saturday evening with a
concert at Smith Music Recital Hall.
The concert featured Henning Vauth, the
piano and coordinator of keyboard studies at Marshall University. He performed
Frederick Rzewski’s set of variations, “The
People United Will Never Be Defeated.”
The festival began Tuesday, at Gallery
842 in Huntington, with a multimedia and
sound installation exhibit called, “Not Random, Just Complex,” created by Dan Senn.
Senn is an artist who uses several forms
of media including music composition, kinetic sound sculpture and experimental
and documentary film. He travels internationally as an installation artist, performer
and lecturer.
In addition to Senn’s exhibit, he presented
a new film and had several of his compositions performed Thursday at the Jomie Jazz
Forum and Friday at the Soundwalk event
in the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center Atrium.
Mark Zanter, coordinator of music theory
and composition at Marshall, said a soundwalk was a musical event where concert
music is performed simultaneously on

multiple venues. During the event, the audience walked from venue to venue to view
the various performances.
Prior to the Soundwalk, Lindsey Goodman, performed at the First Presbyterian
Church in Huntington.
Goodman is a solo flutist, chamber collaborator, orchestral musician, teacher and
clinician. Goodman is in her seventh season
as principal flutist with the West Virginia
Symphony Orchestra, and has been featured in several radio broadcasts.
During her performance at the church,
Goodman performed a solo recital of new
works she commissioned.
“We present the New Music Festival on
campus so the university and community
can experience this unique genre of music,” Zanter said. “On this festival, I typically
feature well known repertoire, new works
of emerging composers, and the works of
Marshall students past and present. It is an
event that promotes the past, present, and
future of the art form.”
The School of Music and Theater, College
of Arts and Media, MUsic Alive and Birke
Fine Arts Symposium Endowment sponsor
the event.
Jessica Ross can be contacted at jessica.ross@marshall.edu.

Supreme Court weighs IQ test Wintry conditions not expected
to last throughout week
in Fla. death penalty case
By MICHAEL DOYLE

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
Florida officials say Freddie
Lee Hall is smart enough to die
for what he did.
On Monday, 36 years after the
double murder that sent Hall to
death row, the Supreme Court
will consider whether Florida is
right. The court’s answer could
mean life or death for Hall and
other inmates whose belowaverage intelligence puts them
on the borderline of eligibility
for execution.
More prosaically, the eventual ruling will shape how
well the death-penalty process
works.
“This is a significant case because a decision the wrong way
could lead to longer delays in
carrying out sentences,” Kent
Scheidegger, of the Criminal
Justice Legal Foundation in
Sacramento, Calif., said in an interview Friday.
The American Bar Association shares the sense of
significance, but for a different
reason. The lawyers’ organization warns that if Florida wins,
“the execution of individuals
with mental retardation” could
be inevitable. With their competing legal briefs, Scheidegger
and the bar association joined
others in trying to sway the
court in advance of Monday’s
hourlong oral argument.
The Supreme Court has
already ruled out executing those variously called
“mentally retarded” or “intellectually
disabled,”
as
a violation of the Eighth

Amendment’s prohibition on
cruel and unusual punishment.
The case Monday concerns the
standards that states can use in
defining who is disabled.
Hall is an illiterate 68-yearold high school dropout who
has spent well over half his
life in prison. His tested IQ has
ranged as low as 60 and as high
as 80. Most of his IQ test scores
have hovered in the low 70s,
well below the 100 average but
slightly above Florida’s strict
threshold of 70 for determining
intellectual disability.
Besides an IQ of 70 or below, Florida requires “deficits
in adaptive behavior” and an
onset before the age of 18 for
those who claim intellectual
disability. The court’s focus
Monday is strictly on the strict
IQ score requirement, with
Hall’s supporters arguing that
a test’s margin of error should
be taken into account. A margin
of error means that someone
might score 75 one day and 70
the next.
“Simply put, IQ test scores are
not perfect measures of a person’s intellectual ability,” Hall’s
Tampa-based attorney Eric C.
Pinkard and others wrote in a
legal brief.
Pinkard and the rest of Hall’s
team, including former Clinton
administration Solicitor General Seth Waxman, also stress
other evidence for Hall’s intellectual disability. Hall has
poor short-term memory and
a profound speech impediment. He cannot perform basic

See DEATH PENALTY | Page 5
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Rain begins to fall in downtown Huntington Sunday as seen from the eighth floor of Smith Hall.
By MEGAN OSBORNE

THE PARTHENON
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association issued a winter storm warning
Sunday for the beginning of the week and
also reported mild, yet cold conditions for
the rest of the week.
The winter storm warning called for
freezing rain, sleet and heavy snow in
parts of southeastern Ohio, north central and western West Virginia and
northeast Kentucky. Ice accumulations
are expected to be between 1-quarter
and 1-half inches with 2-4 inches of
snow.
The warning was put into effect noon
Sunday and will last till 4 p.m. Monday.
Monday morning conditions are expected to be hazardous on untreated
surfaces.
Snowfall will occur early Monday morning and is expected to be heavy at times.
Precipitation will continue into the afternoon ending before 3 p.m. with a high of

24 degrees, winds speeds at 11-13 mph
and a 90 percent chance of precipitation.
Monday night is will to be partly cloudy
with a low of 7 degrees.
Tuesday temperatures are expected to
reach a high of 33 degrees during the day
with mostly sunny skies and calm northwest winds around 5 mph. Night skies will
be partly cloudy and a low of 18 degrees.
Wednesday will be mostly sunny with a
high near 39 degrees during the day, and
mostly cloudy with a low of 19 degrees at
night.
Thursday skies will be mostly cloudy.
Temperatures are expected to reach a
high of 42 degrees. Night skies are will
be mostly cloudy, and a low around 27
degrees.
Friday may be partly sunny with a high
near 48 degrees during the day and partly
cloudy with a low near 28 during the night.
According to press release Sunday
evening from Huntington City Hall, emergency shelters in the city will be open in

case of power outages. The locations of the
shelters will be announced when the need
for them arises. The shelters will provide
cots, blankets and food and will be stocked
with backup power generators.
The release also states company officials
at Service Electric Co. of Chattanoonga,
Tenn., said 110 trucks and 130 line workers were sent to Huntington and will be
stationed on U.S. 60 at two locations to
ensure safe roads for the expected bad
weather.
The city of Huntington also has 300 tons
of salt, calcium and cinder to help neutralize the accumulation of ice and snow.
It were not able to pretreat the roadways
due to rainfall earlier Sunday but crews
will start treating the roads 7 p.m. Sunday
and continue overnight and into Monday
morning.
Josephine E. Mendez contributed to
these reports.
Megan Osborne can be contacted at
osborne115@marshall.edu.

Obama urges Putin to pull troops back to Crimea bases
By ANITA KUMAR

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
President Barack Obama
told Russian President Vladimir Putin on Saturday that he
was deeply concerned about
the Russian Parliament’s vote
to approve military action in
Ukraine, according to the White
House.
Obama described the move as a
clear violation of Ukrainian sovereignty and territorial integrity — a
breach of international law, including the United Nations Charter
and Russia’s 1997 military basing
agreement with Ukraine.

The two men spoke for 90
minutes Saturday afternoon after the Parliament’s unanimous
vote to send troops to Crimea.
Putin made a written statement
outlining the reasons such an
audacious move was necessary,
saying he was doing it to protect Russian lives. The Russian
navy’s Black Sea Fleet is based
in Crimea and the majority of
Crimea’s population is ethnic
Russians.
“The United States condemns
Russia’s military intervention
into Ukrainian territory,” according to a statement released
from the White House. “The

United States calls on Russia to
de-escalate tensions by withdrawing its forces back to bases
in Crimea and to refrain from
any interference elsewhere in
Ukraine.”
Obama told Putin that Russia’s continued violation of
Ukraine’s sovereignty “would
negatively impact” Russia’s
standing in the international
community. The U.S. also announced it was suspending its
participation in preparatory
meetings for the G-8 to be held
in Russia later this year.
“Russia’s continued violation
of international law will lead to

greater political and economic
isolation,” according to the
statement.
The United States has consistently said it recognizes
Russia’s historic and cultural
ties to Ukraine and the need
to protect the rights of Russian and minority populations
within Ukraine,” according to
the White House. And, it said,
the Ukrainian government is
committed to protect the rights
of all Ukrainians.
Obama told Putin that if
Russia has concerns about the
treatment of ethnic Russian
and minority populations in

page designed and edited by TAYLOR STUCK | stuck7@marshall.edu

Ukraine, the appropriate way
to address them is peacefully,
through direct engagement
with the government of Ukraine
and through the dispatch of international observers through
the U.N. Security Council or
the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe. As
a member of both organizations, Russia would be able to
participate.
Obama urged an immediate
effort to initiate a dialogue between Russia and the Ukrainian
government.
In the coming days, the U.S.
will consult with allies on

the U.N. Security Council, the
North Atlantic Council, the
Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, and
with the signatories of the Budapest Memorandum while
continuing to provide support
for the Ukrainian government,
including urgent technical and
financial assistance.
“We will continue consulting
closely with allies and partners,
the Ukrainian government
and the International Monetary Fund, to provide the new
government with significant

See OBAMA | Page 5
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Softball Herd pushes past Pirates, 64-61
struggles
in South
Carolina
By WILL VANCE

By JAMES COLLIER

FOR THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
softball team traveled to
the Coastal Carolina Invitational this weekend
and finished with mixed
results. The Thundering Herd won its first and
last games over Maryland
Eastern Shore and Saint
Peters while falling to
Samford and Coastal Carolina during the three day
event.
Marshall (4-11) opened
the invitational on a winning note Friday afternoon
with a 5-4 win over Maryland Eastern Shore. The
Hawks would scratch first
on the Herd on a one-out
RBI single only to have the
Herd answer with a run of
its own in the bottom half
of the frame as Kaelynn
Greene would cross the
plate on a RBI sac fly by
Shaelynn Braxton.
Marshall added three
more in the third on a
two-RBI single by Savanah
Webster allowed Morgan Zerkle and Braxton
to score. Jenny Brumfield
came on to run for Webster
as she scoreed on Escareno’s second double of the
game giving the Herd a 5-1
lead over the Hawks after
three complete.
Both teams went quietly
into the sixth inning until
the Hawks pushed two
more runs across on three
hits to cut the lead to 5-3.
Lindsey Fadnek picked
up her first collegiate win
as she scattered five hits
and three earned-runs
over five innings while
striking out seven. She did
not walk a batter.
Marshall faced Coastal
Carolina in game two Friday afternoon but was
unable to bring the offensive production with
it from game one against
Maryland Eastern Shore.
The Chanticleers picked
up three runs in the first
and second innings to
jump out to a 6-0 lead on
the Herd. Marshall struggled defensively against
Coastal Carolina as three
errors extended innings
allowing the Chants extra
opportunities.
Jordan Dixon would
last only one inning for
the Herd as Fadnek would
step inside the circle in
the second. Dixon allowed
four earned runs on three
hits while walking one.
Coastal Carolina’s Kiana
Quolas held Marshall hitless
and scoreless through five
innings before pinch-hitter
Taylor Estes sent her first
collegiate hit over the left
field fence for a homerun
cutting the lead to 6-1.
Fadnek held the Chants
in check as the game
moved into the sixth inning before two more
Herd errors extended
the inning. Already plating two runs to open the
frame, Coastal Carolina

See SOFTBALL | Page 5

SPORTS EDITOR
In an entertaining game
characterized by long runs, the
Marshall University Thundering Herd ended a three-game
skid with a 64-61 victory over
the ECU Pirates Sunday afternoon in the Cam Henderson
Center. The win ensured double-digit wins for the Herd in
the 2013-14 season.
“I’m really proud of this
group,” Marshall head coach
Tom Herrion said. “We’re all
really frustrated but they continue to amaze me every day.”
The Herd came out of the
gates strong in the first half.
Chris Thomas scored nine of
Marshall’s first 11 points as the
Herd stormed out to a quick 9-0
lead. The Pirates rallied behind
Caleb White, who scored his
team’s first seven and would
end up with 14 first half points
to lead all scorers.
Three point shooting helped
the Pirates weather the Herd’s
early spurt, shooting 54.5 percent from beyond the arch in
the first half including 4 of 8 by
senior guard Akeem Richmond.
The Pirates took their first
lead of the contest with 4:14 remaining in the first half and ran
with it, entering halftime with
an 11-point lead, 41-30.
After halftime the Herd went
on another scoring spree, going
on a 16-0 run to start the second half sparked by three-point
shooting by redshirt freshman
guard Kareem Canty. The Herd
also locked down on defense after halftime, thanks to a switch
from zone to man.
“They weren’t expecting us

to go into a man and it seemed
like it disrupted them a little
bit,” redshirt freshman Ryan
Taylor said.
After leading the offensive
charge in the first half, Chris
Thomas spearheaded the defense in the second, sticking to
Richmond and holding him to
three points after halftime.
“I was just trying to make
him work and run him off the
three-point line,” Thomas said,
“make him shoot twos and get
him out of his comfort zone.”
“I thought Chris Thomas did
a phenomenal job,” Herrion
said, “probably his most complete game as a Herd player,
on both ends of the floor. We
challenged him to play against
Akeem [Richmond], who’s obviously a lethal player.”
With the Herd down two
with 10 seconds remaining in
the game, Taylor took a Shawn
Smith pass from the corner and
put in the game-tying lay-up,
drawing a foul in the process.
The Herd took the lead for good
on Taylor’s made free-throw.
Two free-throws from Canty
with two seconds left created
the three-point win, 64-61.
Taylor said after everything
the Herd has been though
this season, close games like
this have become easier to
manage.
“With all the close games and
bad losses we’ve had, we’ve just
learned how to close out games
and stay calm,” Taylor said. “If
we were in this game earlier in
the season we would have lost
it.”

See MBB | Page 5
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Sophomore guard Chris Thomas attempts a lay-up against UAB Feb. 20 in the Cam Henderson Center.

Men’s lacrosse makes history, suffer tough loss
By SARAH CONNERS

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
men’s Club Lacrosse team
made history Saturday, as
it became the first club
sports team to play inside
Joan C. Edwards Stadium at
Marshall.
The Herd played its conference rival, Eastern Kentucky
University. During the game,
the Herd faced many penalties in the first half causing
many of its players to sit in
the penalty box for a range of
30 seconds to two minutes.
This gave EKU the advantage
to score and create an unbeatable lead against the Herd. The
Herd lost 8-4 with eight penalties throughout the game,
as well as 18 saves out of 26
shots on goal for the Herd’s
goalie Jon Bassin.
President of the team Mitch
Casto, a junior from Fredrick,
Md., had a lot of explaining to
do before the team was granted
access to the field. Casto spoke
to the athletic director, Scott
Morehouse, and explained the
game of lacrosse, ensuring
that no damage would be done
to the field or the surrounding
windows of nearby buildings.
It was essential not to cause
any damage to the stadium
or any of the facilities. The
lines marked on the field for
restraining lines were made
with duct tape so none of the
turf would be compromised.
Casto said he was driven to
gain access to the field due to
pride as much as finding a stable place to play.
“The greatest benefit of being able to play in the stadium
is that the stadium has a lot of
history to it and is where a lot
of great athletes have played

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Marshall forward Jon Bassin advances the ball against Eastern Kentucky Saturday at Joan C. Edwards
Stadium.
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Tennis
defeats
Redhawks
HERDZONE.COM
Marshall tennis was
back to its winning ways
with a 6-1 victory over
Miami (Ohio). The Herd is
now 8-3 on the season.
The Herd began with an
advantage, taking the doubles point on wins from
Dana Oppinger and Derya
Turhan at first doubles
and Kai Broomfield and
Rachael Morales at third.
Oppinger/ Turhan won
their match 8-4 while
Broomfield/Morales
posted 8-2 marks.
The Herd headed into
singles play with the 1-0
lead. Morales was the first
to finish, defeating the Red
Hawks’ Ana Rajkovic 6-2,
6-2.
Oppinger increased Marshall’s lead, finishing second
with a 6-4, 6-2 victory.
Miami (Ohio) puts its
first point up on the board
when Broomfield fell to
Andrea Badileanu, the Red
Hawks’ best singles record
supporter of 2014, by a
score of 6-4, 6-2.
With a 3-1 lead, Turhan
was the next to finish, picking up a 6-4, 6-3 victory.
Anna
Pomyatinskaya
added to the Herd lead
with a 6-1, 7-6 defeat over
Christine Guerrazi.
Senior Karli Timko anchored the Herd win with
a 6-3, 6-4 victory at 5th
singles.
Marshall will host two
dual matches next weekend, when Liberty and
in-state foe West Virginia
State come to Huntington
on Saturday, March 8th.
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EDITORIAL

Administration should consider commuters
West Virginia University had already
canceled Monday classes by 4 p.m. Sunday. Admittedly, Morgantown’s weather
situation grew graver more quickly
Sunday afternoon while Huntington remained in a familiar wet, gray bubble.
At press time, no move had been made
to modify Marshall University’s Monday
schedule, but The Parthenon staff had to
scurry to put a newspaper together while
a foreboding blob on the radar crept
closer and closer.
By Monday morning, we’ll know if
the forecast is true and whether or not
anyone will be on campus to read this
editorial. Four-year seniors have never
seen the university cancel a full day of

classes due to weather, and with a drove
of students commuting from all over the
tri-state, that should not be the case.
It’s one thing to cancel public school.
Children have to stand at the bus stop
and school buses can be less than nimble on the more crooked Cabell County
backgrounds, ice or not. Canceling public
school costs the students virtually nothing; as opposed to college students who
lose a day in class they’re paying for which
they’re paying a king’s ransom in tuition.
Regardless, the powers that be at
Marshall need to take into closer consideration the situations of people who must
commute to campus, ice or otherwise.
With the blessings of PROMISE and

manageable in-state tuition, Marshall attracts the vast majority of college-bound
high school graduates from the dozen or
so high schools within driving distance. Of
that amount, another large portion have
chosen to remain living with their parents.
It doesn’t take a cartographer to realize
how daunting navigating local roads can
be with or without a coat of ice.
This also affects the growing number of
nontraditional students commuting from
the outlying areas as well.
If that trend continues and the number of
commuters continues to grow in the future,
the administration would make an ill-informed decision to keep classes open based
on the conditions in downtown Huntington.

MCT CAMPUS

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

From the FDA, a mixed bag of food labels
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
The U.S. Food and Drug administration
broke new ground in consumer protection when it required, more than 20 years
ago, the now-familiar nutrition labels on
virtually every bit of packaged food. Now,
the labels are being revamped — in ways
that have both benefits and downsides.
One of the most noticeable changes
— and the least justifiable — would be
the addition of a new sub-category: the
number of grams of added sugar in the
food, in addition to the existing measure
of total sugar.
But why make such a change? Doctors
and dietitians have declared that there is
no nutritional difference between naturally occurring sugars such as fructose
(in fruit juice) and the sugars that are
added. All are processed the same way
by the body; the only difference, some
scientists have found, is when the sugar
occurs in a whole, unprocessed food such
as an apple.

The same isn’t true, though, of the
sugar in soda or that in apple juice,
though the proposed labels would imply
otherwise. If people want to avoid added
sugar, they just need to look at the ingredients list.
The FDA proposal is on firmer footing when it suggests listing the number
of calories, the number of servings in a
container and the size of each serving
in more prominent type. The number of
calories is the number most consumers
want to check, so it should be easy to locate and read. Similarly, some shoppers
think that the number of calories listed is
the total for the package rather than for
the serving size; they don’t notice that
even a relatively small bag of chips might
contain two or three servings, although
that information is included on the label.
A consumer who is not looking closely
might think he is eating a 100-calorie
snack when he is actually consuming
more like 300 calories.

For the same reason, the FDA wants
packages of food that might be consumed by one person at a sitting to be
relabeled as a single serving, with the
total calorie count. In other words, a
20-ounce bottle of soda, which most
people probably drink at a sitting,
could no longer be counted as 2 1/2
servings.
The goal is a good one: to keep consumers from being misled. But the proposed
change on these smaller packages would
mean that there are no real standards of
what constitutes a serving. A 12-ounce
can of Coke would be designated a single
serving, as would a 20-ounce bottle of
Coke — which is at least as confusing as
the current system. Also, one of the chief
obstacles in whittling the nation’s waistline is the great American food portion.
Once labels say that 20 ounces of soda is
a single serving, consumers might start
thinking of that as a standard, reasonable
size. They shouldn’t.

BISHOP NASH

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
nash24@marshall.edu

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and
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Online Polls

YOU CAN BE HERD
Do you think the university should
reevaluate its school closing policy?

Which film will win the Academy
Award for Best Picture?

Yes, it’s difficult for commuters.
No, the current policy is fine.
I wouldn’t come to class anyway.

“12 Years A Slave”
“Gravity”
“American Hustle”

56%
26%
19%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

Climate change’s day in court
THE BALTIMORE SUN (MCT)
It came as no surprise to
hear that certain U.S. Supreme
Court justices hold misgivings
about the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency regulating
greenhouse gas emissions from
power plants — and potentially other stationary sources.
In arguments before the court
Monday, it was apparent that
even some of the liberal justices
have doubts about how far the
EPA’s statutory authority can be
pushed in this regard.
But one thing was also clear,
at least if one can draw conclusions based on the questions
presented to the lawyers arguing Utility Air Regulatory Group
v. EPA: A majority of the court
appears content to let stand its
2007 ruling in Massachusetts v.
EPA that held that the agency
can consider carbon dioxide a
pollutant despite its ubiquity. Or
to put it more simply, the court
recognizes that greenhouse
gases are hurting the environment and that EPA, under the
Clean Air Act, has a role to play
in regulating those emissions.
Given the obvious inability of
President Barack Obama and the
Congress to agree on most any
sort of remedy in regard to climate change (let alone any other
major issue), that’s a relief. EPA
regulations may not be the ideal
avenue for addressing this problem, but they are the only one
available. That much is certain.
Surely then the carbon dioxide that is emitted by coal-fired
power plants, one of the largest
single sources of greenhouse
gases, is just as polluting as
what comes out of the tailpipes
of cars and trucks, another major source. On some practical
level, it would be foolish for one
to be regulated and the other
not, as the result would make
the allowable regulations more
punitive and less effective.
Climate change remains one
of the most serious, long-term
threats, environmental or otherwise, facing this country and
the world; the sooner action is
taken (and the more broadly it’s
aimed), the less painful it will
be. Not that the U.S. and other
nations aren’t already facing difficult decisions: While combating

climate change will create enormous economic opportunities
in fields like renewable energy
or the creation of a smart power
grid, it also likely means hardships for polluters.
Yet there’s no denying that
man-made climate change is
real and the consequences of
it are onerous. As Secretary of
State John Kerry observed earlier this month in Indonesia,
it’s as bad as weapons of mass
destruction, disease and terrorism. Given that reality, the U.S.
ought to be just as invested in
ameliorating its worst effects as
it has been in addressing those
other threats.
Perhaps some day Congress
will be able to face the reality
of climate change and approve
cap-and-trade or carbon tax
legislation that might prove
more effective than regulating
emissions industry by industry,
source by source, permit by permit, as the EPA is doing. The best
of those choices would likely be
a carbon tax that would allow
the free market to determine
how best to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions — the invisible
hand choosing, for instance, if
it’s more efficient and cost-effective to convert to green energy
or electric cars or to pursue offsets (like planting forests) or
some other alternative.
Even many opponents seem
to have gravitated away from
outright denial of man-made
climate change to questioning
how much and how fast it’s endangering civilization. Not that
there still aren’t flat-earthers
among the ranks of opponents
— including a certain contingent on the right that assumes
any problem whose remedy
involves an expanded role for
government is to be avoided no
matter what a bunch of scientists have to say about it.
The next generation may look
back at this era as a turning
point — or it may curse it as a
time when selfish people stuck
their collective heads in the sand
and failed to take the necessary
steps to prevent the coastal
flooding, the loss of farmland,
the rise of droughts and other
weather-related disasters, and
the growth of disease.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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ABOVE: Marshall University President Stephen J. Kopp talks with Marshall alumnus Andrew Czerepak at the “Meet & Greet” alumni event Friday
at the Thomson Reuters building in New York City.
TOP RIGHT: Don Van Horn, dean of the College of Arts and Media, addresses a room of Marshall alumni and students during the “Meet & Greet”
alumni event Friday at the Thomson Reuters building in New York City.

SOFTBALL

Continued from Page 3
would earn the win 10-1 after a two-run homerun left
the park bringing the run rule
into play.
Day two of the Invitational
for the Herd produced many
of the same results from day
one, lack of offensive production and defensive miscues as
Samford scored three runs on
Dixon in the first, jumping out
to a 3-0 lead.
The Herd cut into the Bulldogs lead as Watts came on to
run for Escareno and scored
on a RBI double by Lucas
making it 3-1 after two.
Samford took advantage
of a missed fly ball in foul
ground that Zerkle could not
haul in by sending the next
pitch deep to left field for a
solo homerun making it 4-1
Bulldogs.
Alyssa Cook tried to spark a
rally in the bottom of the seventh with a one-out pinch-hit
single to center, but the next
two hitters would be retired
in order to end the game giving Samford a 4-1 win.
Marshall battled Coastal
Carolina in a rematch from
day one with a different storyline leading to the same
result.
In the rematch, Coastal Carolina sent Quolas back to the
circle while Marshall opted to
go with Fowler.
Marshall went quietly in
the first but Fowler did not
make it out of the inning after
three walks and a hit batsman
pushed across the game’s
first run. Fadnek would take
over in the circle for the Herd
as she pitched a gem in a losing effort.
Another quick inning for
the Herd held the game at
1-0 in favor of the Chants as
Fadnek headed back to the
circle. Two quick outs by Fadnek brought the leadoff hitter
for the Chants to the plate as
she would draw a two-out
walk. After stealing second,
she would come around to
score on a RBI single to left
center making it 2-0 Coastal
Carolina.
It would be a pitcher’s
duel from that point forward
as neither pitcher would allow a hit until Katilan Lucas
stroked a RBI single to center
cutting the lead to 2-1. However, the Herd came up short
in the come from behind bid
as back-to-back strikeouts by
Cook and Rebecca Myslenski
would end the contest.
Fadnek took her second
loss of the season giving up
one run and one hit while
walking three over five and
two-thirds innings.
Day three brought better results for the Herd as squared

off against Saint Peter’s in the
final game of the Invitational.
Marshall raced out to an
early 1-0 lead over St. Peter’s
after Zerkle reached on the
first of her three hits on the
day and would score on a RBI
sac fly to right by Escareno.
Dixon started in the circle
for the Herd but her outing
would be short lived, lasting
only three batters before surrendering a two-run blast to
give the Peacocks a 2-1 lead.
Fadnek once again would
take over in the circle for the
Herd and held the Peacocks
at bay. Marshall regained the
lead 3-2 in the second after
Emily Cooper and Greene
reached with two-out singles,
then scored on a 2 RBI single
by Zerkle.
The Peacocks took advantage of two Marshall throwing
errors in the bottom of the
second to even the game at
three.
After a one-out single by
Braxton in the fourth, Morgan
Kelly stepped to the plate for
the first time in the weekend
and belted a RBI double in the
gap to right field putting the
Herd on top 4-3.
As the game wore on, Fadnek seemingly got stronger in
the contest. The right-handed
pitcher worked out of jams in
the fourth and fifth innings
before the Herd’s offense
showed its best display of the
weekend.
Zerkle would lead of the
sixth with her third single
of the game and advance to
second after Webster was hit
by a pitch. However, the two
Herd runners would spend
little time on the bases as Escareno sent the first pitch in
the at bat deep over the left
center field wall for threerun homerun and a 10-3 Herd
lead. It was her second homerun of the season.
Braxton added to the excitement as she sent her fifth
homerun of the season over
the center field wall extending the lead to 11-3.
The Peacocks gave little resistance in the bottom of the
sixth as Dixon took the ball
for the Herd to pitch a perfect
sixth as Marshall picked up
its first run-rule win of the
season.
Fadnek picked up her second win of the season going
four and two-thirds innings
while giving up one unearned
run. She struck out six and
walked four.
Marshall heads to Boca Raton to begin conference play
against FAU Wednesday. The
Herd will play three games
against the Owls before taking
on South Alabama and Michigan State Friday as a part of
the FAU Parent’s Weekend
Tournament.
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“The kids are learning about
the brain and what it does for
you,” Spitzer said. “We have
stations set up to show the
kids how to keep their brain
healthy and safe. They are
learning why sleep is important and what harmful drugs
can do to your brain, as well as
how important it is to protect
your brain by wearing helmets
and seat belts.”
A fourth grader at Saint
Joe’s Catholic School, Alex
Vartanian, said he enjoyed a
day away from regular school
work and learned the most
from the hands on activities.
“I stuck my hand inside a
box and thought it felt like
eyeballs and fuzz,” Vartanian
said “It felt like you were going to get your hand stuck.
The Fear station showed me
what your brain will do in different situations; it sends a
message to your body called
adrenaline when you are
scared.”

LACROSSE

Continued from Page 3
before,” Casto said. “It was
a really great feeling for the
team to be able to play on the
same field.”
Jonathan O’Neil sophomore
from Bear, Del. said playing
in the stadium gave his team
extra motivation during the
game.
“There was definitely a
sense of extra excitement and

MBB

Continued from Page 3
Thomas led the Herd in scoring with 17 points on a 7-of-14
effort from the field. Taylor
had the games only doubledouble with 15 points and a
game-high of 12 rebounds.
Canty finished the game with
11 points on a poor 3-of-17
shooting performance but led
the Herd with six assists.
ECU freshman guard Caleb
White led all scorers with 23

OBAMA

Continued from Page 2
assistance to secure financial
stability, to support needed
reforms, to allow Ukraine to
conduct successful elections,
and to support Ukraine as it
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Cabell
County
Gifted
Teacher, Elizabeth Withers,
said she has brought her students to the event for all six
years, and has watched it
grow. She said her students
have benefitted every year
from a full day of interactive
learning.
“I can’t possibly introduce them to the wonderful
concepts that the Marshall
Neurological
Department
does,” Withers said. “When
they get back to the classroom my students will talk
about what they saw, what
they experienced and what
they learned at these different stations. We will go back
over the information and
study it. It is information that
they don’t get in the regular
class.”
Brain Awareness Week is
spearheaded by the Dana
Alliance for Brain Initiatives
and supported by the Society
for Neuroscience.
Jessica Starkey can be
contacted at starkey33@
marshall.edu.

“Marshall’s grown tremendously since I was there and
it shows,” Gary Tumminello
said. “I loved West Virginia,
I really did. The people are
special.”
As part of their annual trip,
students from the School of
Art and Design were in attendance for the evening’s
festivities.
Don Van Horn, dean of the
College of Arts and Media,
said it meant a lot to know
that so many alumni came to
the event and interacted with
the students.
“From our current students standpoint, one of the
valuable things is just them
understanding Marshall does
have former students that
have moved out of the area
and have gone on to achieve
great things and find success,”
Van Horn said. “It makes them
realize that that’s something
they can do too.

DEATH PENALTY
Continued from Page 2

arithmetic, couldn’t cook
for himself while free and
“could not understand adult
conversation,” the attorneys
reported.
Waxman will argue on
Hall’s behalf Monday morning, having previously argued
more than 65 times before
the high court.
Florida has Idaho, South
Carolina and seven other
states on its side, arguing that the Supreme Court
should give individual states

President Stephen J. Kopp
said he was pleased so many
alumni came to the event to
meet the students, but also to
learn about the progress the
university has made.
“One aspect that really energizes me is how much our
alums care and when they
talk about their experiences
at Marshall and then they
see what’s happening here
at Marshall they just exude
pride,” Kopp said. “They’re
very proud of the progress,
they’re very proud of what’s
going on, they’re very proud
to be sons and daughters of
Marshall University.”
Griffis said she hopes the
Marshall University Foundation and the Alumni
Association can partner together again in the future
for more events with other
alumni chapters and showcase the students and the
university.
Rebecca Stephens can be
contacted at stephens107@
marshall.edu.

“substantial
leeway”
in
determining intellectual disability. If a state wants to set a
strictly numerical IQ threshold as part of the assessment,
as Florida has done, the high
court shouldn’t interfere,
these officials say.
“Florida did not manufacture its IQ threshold out of
thin air,” Florida Attorney
General Pam Bondi and Solicitor General Allen Winsor
wrote in a legal brief, adding that the justices have
“traditionally deferred to
legislative judgments on scientific questions.”

I know the guys were talking
about playing in the Joan all
week,” O’Neil said. “We need
help on all ends of the game
offense and defense not major
things but minor things stuff
that we as a team can work on.”
The men’s lacrosse team
will travel to play Northern
Kentucky University March
29.
Sarah Conners can be
contacted at conners3@
marshall.edu.

points on 8-of-14 shooting.
Richmond ended the game
with 15 points, all coming off
of three-point shots.
The Herd dominated the
Pirates on the glass, outrebounding
ECU
44-28
including a 19-4 advantage in
offensive rebounding.
The Herd will play its final
regular season game Thursday against Charlotte.
Will Vance can be contacted
at
vance162@
marshall.edu.

pursues a democratic future,”
the White House said.
Obama’s national security
team met earlier Saturday
to discuss the ongoing crisis.
Obama did not attend but was
briefed by National Security
Adviser Susan Rice.
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BIG LIGHTS WILL INSPIRE YOU

Marshall University art students explore New York City's
art culture as a way to expand their knowledge
of the world and of their craft.

S

tudents of Marshall University’s
School of Art and Design spent
three days in New York City as
part of an annual trip that gives
them the opportunity to immerse themselves in the city’s diverse art culture.
The students explored contemporary art
museums in Chelsea, visited prestigious
museums such as The Museum of Modern
Art and The Metropolitan Museum of Art
and toured the Big Apple.
Ian Hagarty, assistant professor in the
School of Art and Design, said the trip is
often an eye-opening experience for many
students.
"It's one of those trips that is completely
life changing for many of our students because to be exposed to this amount of art
and culture is just really profound for
someone that doesn't have a background of
that,” Hagarty said. “If you're studying these
objects and exhibitions in your classes it's
completely different when you actually get
to see it in person.”
Don Van Horn, dean of the College of
Arts and Media, said the art department
has been taking this trip for more than 30
years, and it is a great opportunity for the
students to be exposed to the art world and
see what is beyond Marshall.
"It's the opportunity to get out and see
the bigger world,” Van Horn said. “To begin to learn how to navigate in a place that
you're not familiar with, and that may not
be as friendly as what you're used to and
put you out of your comfort zone."
Christina Rodes, sophomore photography major from Huntington, traveled to
New York City for the first time on this trip
because she said she thinks the trip was important for her education.
"New York City has so much art," Rodes
said. "I think of it as the heart of the art
world. Being an art major, it's a necessary
experience being in the field."
All the students took something different
away from what they saw in the city, making
for a well-rounded educational experience.
Like Rodes, Ashley Taylor, junior graphics
design major from Huntington, said the trip
was her first time in New York City. Taylor
said her favorite parts of the trip were not
focused on the art inside of the buildings,
but the outside.
"It wasn't really the art scene that excited
me, but the architecture,” Taylor said. “I'm
big on architecture and there's just so many
different kinds of architecture here in New
York that I got to experience a little bit of
everything."
Hagarty said part of the trip’s educational
value stems from the students’ ability to
begin thinking more critically about their
profession.
"It allows them to set personal goals and
think about themselves more seriously as
artists and kind of recognize the significance of the arts in society," Hagarty said.
There is already talk of next year’s trip
with the goal of including students from
the School of Music and Theatre and the
W. Page Pitt School of Journalism and Mass
Communications to represent the College
of Arts and Media as a whole.
Rebecca Stephens can be contacted at
stephens107@marshall.edu.
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Street art in Chelsea
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